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We are currently able to undertake filming assignments on a scaled down approach, based on supplying a
single-man crew and only filming in locations where the 2 metre social distancing guidelines can be observed.
With some careful planning and consideration, it is still possible for us to film most content businesses and
organisations require and we are happy to chat through any questions you may have. Here is a breakdown of
our Covid-19 Filming Approach:

•
•

Before the filming takes place, we will have discussed your requirements and drawn up a filming schedule,
highlighting the locations required, times, and people involved.
We will send a single crew member with all the necessary filming and audio recording equipment.
This person will wear a face mask and gloves and will observe 2m distancing at all times.

•

All filming equipment will be sanitized before the crew member arrives at the location.

•

On arrival, the crew member should be allowed to set up the filming equipment in the empty location.

•
•
•
•
•

If filming people, they are to enter the filming space once the equipment has been set up. The camera and
operator will remain at least 2m away from any people at all times.
If filming interviews, we will use a microphone on a stand aimed at the filming position and the camera will
use a long lens to avoid the camera operator getting too close to the subject.
For more complex filming situations that requires a dedicated director, for example an in-depth interview
scenario, we will supply an online connection, allowing the director to remotely view the filming and ask
questions.
Once filming is complete, everyone leaves the area, apart from the crew member, who ensures all filming
equipment is sanitized before packing up.
The crew member will dispose of gloves after each main location, and before entering their vehicle and
driving away.
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